Shown with optional detail upgrade

GLOBE/TEMCO SWIFT ADDENDUM
1. Instruction Manual page 5, Step 1 #8: Aileron and flap control horns are two‐pronged plastic (not wood).
2. Instruction Manual page 6, Step 2 #7: The slot and hole for the tail‐wheel’s strut is under the covering
material approx. ¾‐inch above the bottom leading edge of the rudder.
3. Instruction Manual page 8, Step 4 #8 and #9:
To install the wooden leggings and plastic wheel covers …
a) Assemble, test‐fit and glue the three largest legging pieces
together.
b) Peel, stick and trim decals to the contoured plastic wheel covers.
c) Use epoxy or double‐sided tape to secure each plastic wheel
cover near the squared‐off (non‐curved) end of each wooden
legging assembly.
d) Decide where to trim the lower end of the plastic wheel covers
by extending the landing gear (“wheels down”), then position a
legging/wheel‐cover assembly onto each metal landing‐gear
strut. If you fly from a paved surface, expose only the lower 1/2‐
inch of each wheel; if you fly from a grass field, trim away more
of the lower portion of the wheel covers for greater ground
clearance.
e) After the plastic wheel covers are trimmed, tape waxed paper
inside the strut’s openings to protect from excess expoxy glue,
and retract the landing gear (“wheels up”).

f) Position one of the larger remaining
lengths of wood at the bottom of a
wooden legging’s channel, apply epoxy
inside the channel, press the
legging/wheel‐cover assembly into
position on its metal strut, and hold
securely until the opoxy is fully cured.
g) Repeat above for
the remaining
legging/wheel‐
cover
assembly.
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h) When the epoxy is fully cured, extend the landing gear
(“wheels down”) and test‐fit then glue the remaining pieces
of wood in the channels to cover the metal struts.
i) When the epoxy is cured, remove and discard the waxed
paper from the strut’s openings.

4. Instruction Manual page 8, Step 5 #1:
To install the optional detail upgrade package …
a) Remove the masking tape used to secure the
dashboard’s lead wire for shipment; do NOT
remove the clear tape that secures the LED’s
wiring behind the dashboard.
b) To install the cockpit upgrade kit, we
recommend that you leave the wooden
canopy formers in place to strengthen the
canopy from inside. However, if you value the
appearance of your Globe Swift’s cockpit more than you care about its durability, you might choose
to rework and make these formers a bit narrower, or you could elect to remove the canopy formers
altogether. Handle your Globe Swift with extra care if you rework or remove the canopy former(s).
c) As shown in the photo at the top of next page, test fit the black and white piece of plastic by gently
folding (do not crease) and inserting it as far forward as possible inside the cockpit. Trim the corners
of the narrow end of this piece of plastic as necessary so it slides fully into the front of the canopy
assembly.
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d) After trimming,
position the
plastic so its
black side is
visible through
It may be
the canopy and
necessary to
both its long
trim the
sides can touch
corners
of the
the tops of the
narrow end
canopy’s left and
by about this
right wooden
much.
side rails.
e) Test‐fit the dashboard between the canopy’s side rails
and test fit a black angle brace behind each end of the
dashboard to determine how far the top of the
dashboard will be tilted forward.
f) Liberally apply 5‐minute epoxy to glue the dashboard
and angle braces to the canopy’s left and right side rails
and the white plastic to the top edge and back of the
dashboard .
g) Press and firmly hold the white plastic against the top
edge of the dashboard until the epoxy is fully
cured.
Top edge and back
of dashboard

Angle brace

Side rails
Nose

h) Position the silver and white piece of plastic by
folding (do not crease) and inserting it as far aft as possible to the inside rear of the canopy.

Silver side up
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i) Test‐fit and use epoxy to glue the pilot figures
to the 2 x 12 cm cross‐piece. (HINT: Do not
allow the pilot figures’ shoulders to extend
beyond the 12 cm width of the cross piece.)
j) When the epoxy has fully cured, use epoxy to
secure the cross piece and pilot figures
behind the dashboard on the tops of the
canopy’s side rails.

k) Test‐fit the black rectangular plywood
cockpit floor and adjust as necessary so it
fits between the canopy’s rails and cross
braces.
IMPORTANT: The cockpit floor must not
extend below the bottom of the canopy’s
side rails and cross braces.
l) Use epoxy or double‐sided
tape to secure the cockpit
floor to the pilot figures’
cross piece.
NOTE: Double‐sided tape’s
advantage is that it may be
easier to break loose if you
ever need access to the
inside of the cockpit.
m) You may plug the dash‐
board’s lights into any unused channel on your receiver. (You may use a Y‐connector if there is no
unused port on the receiver). If your receiver battery has an output of more than 4.8V, your Globe
Swift can carry a separate 2‐cell battery (NiCd or NiMH cells in series) for the dashboard’s lights.

Congratulations! Assembly is finished.

REMINDER: An important notice to our customers!

T H I S P R O D U C T I S NOT A T O Y .
• The quality and capabilities of your finished model airplane depend on how you assemble it.
• Your safety depends on how you use and fly it.
• Any testing or flying of this model airplane is done entirely at your own risk.
If you have a question or problem, please call us at (562) 529‐3988 during our office hours, Monday
through Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM Pacific time.
Happy Landings!
Maxford USA RC Model Mfg., Inc.
www.maxfordusa.com
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